
help in setting up or reviving a group: through advice, resources, connections in Palestine and
support from other established groups.
confidence that there is something we can all do about the situation in Palestine.
the chance to develop joint projects with other groups.
opportunities to learn from other groups’ experiences, successes and challenges in all things
friendship and twinning: through the annual conference, online meeting spaces, and regional
initiatives.
being part of a wider family who talk openly about the challenges we face and who share and
celebrate successes together too.
having a network for contacts, resources, solutions, advice, connections, solidarity, ideas and
suggestions.
chances to build friendships and relationships with other groups and other people, both in the UK
and in Palestine.
practical assistance with things like planning events and trips, hosting people from Palestine,
visas, travel in Palestine, and understanding and working within different cultures and customs.
an opportunity to show collective solidarity and be part of something that feels important,
inspiring and hopeful.

Groups who join BPFTN can benefit from:

‘Being part of the wider network gives our small group the
confidence, determination and motivation to keep going’ 

- West Wales Friends of Palestine
 

Membership is free for the first year, and £35 / year from then on. 
Please get in touch if you’re interested in joining or have any questions.
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why join us?

If you are part of any group working in solidarity and friendship with people in Palestine, or you would
like to be part of such a group,  we would love to welcome you to the Britain Palestine Friendship and
Twinning Network (BPFTN).  The network is only as strong, vibrant, active and committed as its
members - groups have a lot to offer and therefore so does the network.

TWINNINGWITHPALESTINE.NET


